However, for none of these proteins a direct interaction of purine stacking, and the accommodation of a single with U4 snRNA could be demonstrated, and none of RNA base, rotated out of the RNA chain, in a pocket these proteins are found in the free U6 particle. RNA recognition motif and which are all components
Figure 2. Excerpt from the Electron Density Map Obtained by MAD Phasing
The refined model (thick line) is superimposed upon the density nets. The figure shows the crystal contact of the two RNA molecules in the asymmetric unit. The blunt ends of the two RNA molecules are stacked one upon the other. loop ( Figure 1A) , obtaining good quality crystals of their 1:1 complex. The structure was solved by multiwavelength anomalous diffraction (MAD), even though this 22 kDa RNP complex contained only one selenomethionine residue contributing to the anomalous diffraction; a detail from the experimental electron density map is shown in Figure 2 . The crystal structure was refined to a resolution of 2.9 Å . The orthorhombic crystals contain two protein-RNA complexes per asymmetric unit. The One double helix contains two tandem sheared G-A box B/C motif of U3 snRNA (not shown), which can fold base pairs, and both double helices are capped by a into a structure reminiscent of the internal loops of U4 purine base at the junction; it appears that the unusual snRNA and box C/D, also binds the 15.5kD protein in RNA fold is stabilized by a high degree of base stacking vitro (Watkins et al., 2000) . and a network of hydrogen bonds. The relatively small There is thus a seeming generality about the propercontact area of the two components of the complex ties of both the 5Ј stem-loop of U4 snRNA and the 15.5kD mean that a large proportion of their surface is exposed. protein that makes a knowledge of their three-dimensional structures and their mode of interaction of particular interest.
RNA Structure
The RNA molecule folds into a compact structure that consists of two double-helical stems (stems 1 and 2) Results bridged by the (5ϩ2) internal loop, which is asymmetric and highly structured (Figure 3 ). The two stems exhibit Crystallographic Structure Determination We cocrystallized the full-length human 15.5kD protein a slightly distorted A-form RNA double helix. A striking feature of the RNA structure is the strong bend at the and nucleotides 26-47 of the human U4 snRNA 5Ј stem-internal loop, which adopts a complex fold: of its seven lographically independent RNA molecules is 2Ј-endo, nucleotides, four form tandem G-A base pairs extending and its 2Ј-OH group forms a hydrogen bond with the stem 2, while the remaining three are unpaired. Of these, phosphate of A44. The conformation of the G43 of the one (U31) is flipped out: it protrudes away from the rest other RNA could not be determined unambiguously, of the oligonucleotide chain and toward the protein. The since its 2Ј-OH group is not well defined in the electron sugar-phosphate backbone forms a sharp hairpin-like density map. However, modeling of the two ribose conturn at this point. The other two unpaired bases, A29 formations showed that both conformers could form and A30, are stacked onto the ends of stem 1 and stem favorable hydrogen bonds. The 2Ј-exo conformation of 2: A29 is stacked onto the base pair G45-C28 and thus G43 would lead to hydrogen bonds with the N6 of the caps stem 1, while A30, which has a syn and a 2Ј-endo base pair mate A33 and the N7 of A44, while the 2Ј-endo conformation, is stacked onto A44 of the opposite strand conformation would lead to a hydrogen bond with the and thus caps stem 2.
protein, namely with the carboxylate group of Glu-41 Previous chemical and phylogenetic analysis of the (see below). secondary structure of the 5Ј stem-loop of U4 snRNA A striking feature of the RNA structure is the sharp bound to the 15.5kD protein had revealed four structural bend between the two double-stranded stems. An angle elements. These were the asymmetric (5ϩ2) internal between the helical axes of about 65Њ was calculated. loop, the two double-helical stems flanking the internal However, this calculation is erroneous, as the stems loop, and the five-nucleotide hairpin loop. It was shown contain only two and three base pairs respectively (for that stem 1 ends in three G-C base pairs (G26-C47, C27-further details, see Lavery and Sklenar, 1988) . Modeling G46, and C28-G45), while stem 2 consists of the two an elongation of both stems with a 10 base pair RNA G-C base pairs G34-C42 and G35-C41 (Nottrott et al., double helix (A form) gave an angle between the axes 1999; see Figure 1A ). of about 30Њ with some difference between the two RNA The crystal structure confirms the existence of both molecules of the asymmetric unit. This difference is not stems (Figure 3) . However, the crystal structure also reflected in notable changes of the base pairing or base shows that stem 2 is extended by two G-A pairs formed stacking. The superposition of the two crystallographiby the internal loop nucleotides (G32-A44 and A33-G43).
cally independent RNA molecules ( Figure 3B ) reveals The two G-A base pairs are of the sheared type characthat their conformations are most similar close to the terized by hydrogen bonds from the 2-amino group of flipped-out U31 and in stem 2. In stem 1, there are guanine to N7 of adenine and from the 6-amino group differences that increase with increasing distance from of adenine to N3 of guanine. Between these two tandem U31. However, there are differences in several lengths G-A base pairs, the helix is strongly overwound, with a of RNA-RNA and RNA-protein hydrogen bonds, and the twist angle of 81Њ. This extreme helix twist leads to crosspattern of hydrogen bonds around the 2Ј-OH groups is strand stacking of the two adenines, seen clearly in also affected. The 128 amino acid residues of the 15.5kD protein fold adenines A33 and A44 exhibit perfect cross-strand into a single, compact globular domain of alternating stacking, while the corresponding guanines G43 and ␣ helices and ␤ strands, forming an ␣-␤-␣ sandwich G32 are displaced. Interestingly, the cross-strand stackstructure ( Figure 3A) . The central ␤ sheet consists of ing of A33 and A44 is continued by a third adenine, A30, three antiparallel and one parallel ␤ strand positioned which is one of the unpaired internal loop nucleotides; in the order ␤1, ␤4, ␤2, ␤3. Helices ␣1, ␣4, and ␣5 pack thus, the structure exhibits a three-adenine cross-strand against one side of the ␤ sheet, while helices ␣2 and ␣3 stack, with A44 from the one strand sandwiched beare located on the other side. The ␣-␤-␣ sandwich fold tween A33 and A30 from the other. In this way stem 2, of the 15.5kD protein belongs to the most frequently which has only two Watson-Crick base pairs, is exoccurring family of protein folds found in the database tended on one side by the two sheared G-A base pairs SCOP (Murzin et al., 1995), and it is similar to the recently and a further stacked purine, giving an energetically published structure of the ribosomal protein L30 from favorable structure that includes a five-purine stack.
Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Mao and Williamson, 1999), Besides the base pairing and base stacking interacso it is not discussed in detail here. The 15.5kD and L30 tions, a network of hydrogen bonds involving several proteins share a sequence identity of only 18%, but, as ribose 2Ј-OH groups further stabilizes the fold of the highlighted by the superposition of their structures, their internal loop ( Figure 3C ). The 2Ј-OH group of A44, which tertiary structures exhibit remarkable similarities and has a 2Ј-endo conformation, is within hydrogen-bonding also significant differences (Figure 4) . Most of the addidistance of the N6 of A30, while the N1 of A44 forms a tional 23 residues extend the N and C termini of the hydrogen bond with the 2Ј-OH group of A29. Further-15.5kD protein. Another striking difference concerns the more, the 2Ј-OH group of A33 forms hydrogen bonds loop ␤2-␣3 and the adjacent helix ␣3. In the 15.5kD to N3 of G45, and the 2Ј-OH of the flipped-out U31, protein, helix ␣3 is much shorter than in L30, because which has also a 2Ј-endo conformation, forms a hydroin the former protein Pro-70 interrupts the ␣-helical patgen bond with the phosphate group of A30. The 2Ј-OH tern. Instead, residues 63-66 in 15.5 kD protein, located groups of both guanosine nucleotides of the tandem where helix ␣3 is foreshortened, form a 3 10 helix (see G-A base pairs contribute to the hydrogen bond network Figure 4 ). These changes lead to a displacement of loop as well. The G32 exhibits 2Ј-endo conformation and its ␤2-␣3 relative to its position in L30, which is interesting, 2Ј-OH group forms a hydrogen bond with N2 of G43. The conformation of the G43 ribose of one of the crystalas precisely these residues are crucial for the recogni- tion and specific binding of the RNA (see below). LikeThe Flipped-Out Nucleotide U31 U31 is tightly bound in a pocket of the protein formed wise, the position of helix ␣2, which also contains several residues in contact with RNA, differs significantly beby Glu-61 and Ile-65, Lys-86, and Ile-100 ( Figure 5B ). The O4 of U31 forms two hydrogen bonds, with the tween the L30 and 15.5kD structures.
amino group of Lys-86 and the main chain amide of Glu-61, respectively, and the 3-imino group of U31 forms a Protein-RNA Interaction In the 15.5kD protein, the RNA binding surface consists hydrogen bond with the main chain oxygen of Glu-61. Furthermore, hydrogen bonds are present between the of amino acid residues located in two ␣ helices (␣2 and ␣4), one ␤ strand (␤1), and three different loops (␤1-␣2, phosphate group of U31 and the main chain amides of Ala-39 and Ile-100. In addition to these hydrogen bonds, ␤2-␣3, and ␣4-␤4), as indicated in Figure 4B . These residues interact predominantly with the nucleotides of the base of U31 is in van der Waals contact with the hydrophobic side chains of Ile-65 and Ile-100 and the the (5ϩ2) internal loop, and there are also contacts with the sugar-phosphate backbone of stem 2 ( Figure 6A ).
hydrophobic part of the Lys-86 side chain. These multiple contacts obviously explain the earlier observation We distinguish four major kinds of interaction between the oligonucleotide and the 15.5kD protein, as follows.
(Nottrott et al., 1999) that the replacement of U31 with any other nucleotide abolishes the 15.5kD-U4 snRNA complex formation in vitro. The Tandem G-A Base Pairs Not only are these an important feature of the internal loop structure as described above, but they are also involved in the specific protein-RNA recognition. Both guanines (G32 and G43), which almost stack on each other because of the extreme helical twist, interact with the protein through their exposed atoms in the major groove; in contrast, the two adenines involved in crossstrand stacking (A33 and A44) are averted from the protein. The amino acid residues involved are Asn-40, Glu-41, and Lys-44 (in loop ␤1-␣2 and helix ␣2), which bind to the G32 Watson-Crick edge and the G43 Hoogsteen edge ( Figure 5C ). The carboxylate group and the main chain amide of Glu-41 are within hydrogen bonding distance of N1, N2, and O6 of G32; the ⑀-amino group of Lys-44 is in hydrogen bond distance to N7 and O6 of G43; and the ND2 of Asn-40, which forms a hydrogen bond with the N7 of G32 and the main chain amide of Asn-40, is in hydrogen bond distance with the O6 of G32. Tandem Figures 6A and 6B) ; (2) in L30 pre-mRNA, base A59 forms a base triple together with the Watson-Crick base pair G13-C54, whereas the U4 structure has no base triple; (3) the two purine-purine base pairs in the L30 complex are stacked onto the A59-G13-C54 base triple; (4) G58 of L30, which corresponds to G32 in U4 snRNA, is bulged out; (5) the cross-strand 
A further important consequence of the different internal
The human U4/U6 snRNP contains, apart from the 15.5kD protein, four other particle-specific proteins: the loop fold in L30 pre-mRNA is the relative orientation of the RNA stems with respect to the protein: while stem 20kD, 60kD, 61kD, and 90kD that one function of the 15.5kD protein is to induce and stabilize the sharp bend of the U4 snRNA 5Ј stem-loop, The L30 and the U4 protein-RNA complexes both involve (1) proteins with a particular globular structure which could be required for the association of other proteins during the particle assembly and/or for the and (2) RNA molecules with a purine-rich (5ϩ2) internal loop that (3) surrenders a single base on the longer arm function of the U4 snRNA 5Ј stem-loop in the splicing process. of the internal loop into the protein pocket and then folds into an energetically favorable stacked and hydrogenThe 15.5kD protein has been shown to bind to the U4atac snRNA (Nottrott et al., 1999), which is found in bonded structure that causes a bend in the RNA double helix. In spite of the many differences of detail between minor spliceosomes. Its degree of identity shared with U4 snRNA is very low ‫.)%53ف(‬ The 5Ј stem-loop of the the structures of the two complexes, both appear to involve folding of RNA according to similar principles.
U4atac snRNA also contains a (5ϩ2) asymmetric internal loop whose sequence is strictly conserved with respect We therefore advance the hypothesis that a general principle is at work, according to which each RNA to the U4 snRNA, although there is some variation in the sequence of both stems 1 and 2 (Figures 1A and adopts a stable, optimized folding pattern that is induced when its flipped-out base (U31 or A57) is specifi-1B). This suggests that the 15.5kD protein-U4atac RNA cally bound to the protein pocket, whereupon the rest complex adopts the same three-dimensional structure, of the internal loop adopts the most stable conformation since there are no base-specific contacts of the 15.5kD possible in contact with the protein surface; the stabiliprotein with stem 1 or stem 2 (Figures 3 and 6 ). Therezation involves hydrogen bonding and purine stacking, fore, this structure represents a conserved RNP comand the result is a sharp bend in the double helices plex of both major and minor spliceosomes. However, meeting at the loop. The hypothesis is supported by the it is not known whether this conservation includes the results of NMR studies on the naked L30 pre-mRNA, other particle-specific proteins of U4/U6 snRNP as well, which clearly demonstrated that the internal loop has since no other particle-specific proteins of U4atac have no ordered 3D structure in the absence of the L30 protein yet been identified. R sym ϭ ͚͉ I Ϫ ͗I ͉͘/͚ I, where I is the observed intensity and ͗I ͘ is the average intensity for multiple measurements. PhP, Phasing power is the root-mean-square (͉Fh͉/E), where ͉Fh͉ is the heavy atom structure factor amplitude and E is the residual lack of closure error. FOM, figure of merit. R-factor ϭ ͚͉ Fo Ϫ Fc͉/͚͉ Fo͉, where Fo and Fc are the observed and calculated structure factors, respectively. R-free is the cross-validation R-factor calculated for 10% of the reflections omitted in the refinement process.
appears to be homologous to Nop56p and Nop58 from ing in the minor spliceosome and also the central protein-RNA binding at the RNA box C/D in the human snoRNPs (Watkins et al., 2000) .
The three base pairs containing stem 2 ( Figure 1C) is snoRNP. A similar pattern has been described independently for a non-snRNP complex (ribosomal protein L30 highly conserved within the box C/D snoRNA family but different from the corresponding sequence in U4 snRNA.
with L30 pre-mRNA; Mao et al., 1999). Therefore, we suggest that this structural binding pattern may have It may thus be a binding site for another protein that binds box C/D snoRNAs specifically, which should be some generality for the interaction of other members of the 15.5kD/L30 protein family with their RNA counterin close contact with the 15.5kD protein. A candidate could be fibrillarin, which was recently shown to bind the parts. In the assembly of the U4/U6 snRNP, it seems probabox C/D motif (Fatica et al., 2000) . Fibrillarin is thought to embody the methyl transferase activity, as suggested ble that the binding of the 15.5kD protein to U4/U6 snRNA provides the structural prerequisite for the subby the three-dimensional structure of an archaebacterial fibrillarin homolog (Wang et al., 2000) . The site of modifisequent attachment of other particle-specific proteins, either through direct binding to the 15.5kD protein or cation appears to be defined by the formation of a duplex between snoRNA and pre-rRNA. This duplex starts by recognition of the bend it induces in the RNA. Further crystal structures of other, especially larger, complexes just after the three base pair duplex of the snoRNA that corresponds to stem 2 of U4 snRNA 5Ј stem-loop will be needed to allow an understanding of the details of the attachment of other particle-specific proteins to structure (Figure 3) . The site of methylation is another four base pairs distant; hence, there is the possibility the 15.5kD protein-RNA complex. that the 15.5kD protein is in contact with the snoRNP methyl transferase. and Kjeldgaard, 1997), and the structure was refined using X-PLOR (Brü nger, 1993 ). The refinement included several cycles of simulated RNA Synthesis and Purification annealing refinement applying bulk solvent correction and noncrys-RNA oligonucleotides were obtained commercially from Eurogentec tallographic symmetry restraints. The crystal structure was refined (Belgium) or from the microchemistry laboratory at the IMT (M. against the 4 MAD data set until the working R factor converged Krause, Marburg). The RNA was either purified by anion-exchange at 21.6% and an R free value of 30.2% for data from 30 Å to 2.9 Å . HPLC or by HPLC and PAGE. To determine the purity of the RNA The high R free appears to be a consequence of the crystal quality and the oligoribonucleotides were 5Ј-end-labeled using 30 pmol of RNA resolution limit. The refined model comprises two protein molecules and 60 Ci [␥- 
